Woodland: fewer worries and more ways.

Woodland carries none of wood’s maintenance demands. Only its woodgrain charm in a variety of colors protected by color fading technology. To ensure an undeniably seamless look, it’s available in 12’, 16’ and 25’ lengths.

**Profile Options**

- D45 | D43D

**Nominal Thickness**

- 0.46" (11.7 mm)

**Wind Speed Rating**

- Up to 200mph

**Projection off Wall**

- ½”

**Nail Item**

- Full Rollover

**Lengths**

- 12’, 16’, 25’

**Warranty**

- Premium Double Lifetime

### Fire Rating

**Colored Shakes**

- Portuguese
- Natural Cedar
- Heritage Blue
- Urban Bronze

**Premium Colors**

- Midnight Surf
- Shamrock
- Natural Cedar
- Redwood

**Traditional Colors**

- Vintage Green
- Heather
- Sand
- Shadowstone
- Black
- White

Woodland™ is not available in Weathered, Shallowrock Clay, Shallowrock Blue or Shallowrock White. Colors vary by profile.

Let warmth in. And keep it there.

This is thermal efficiency like you’ve never seen it paired with alluring woodgrain aesthetics and sound-reducing technology available in unique profiles and styles.

**Profile Options**

- D6 | D7 | 10” BB

**Nominal Thickness**

- 1.13” (28.7 mm)

**Wind Speed Rating**

- Up to 160mph

**R-Value**

- Up to 3.4

**Projection off Wall**

- 1 ¼”

**Nail Item**

- D7 & 10” BB - Full Rollover
- D6 - Partial Rollover

**Lengths**

- 10’, 12’, 16’

**Warranty**

- Premium Double Lifetime

### Fire Rating

**Colored Shakes**

- Portuguese
- Natural Cedar
- Heritage Blue
- Urban Bronze

**Premium Colors**

- Midnight Surf
- Shamrock
- Natural Cedar
- Redwood

**Traditional Colors**

- Vintage Green
- Heather
- Sand
- Shadowstone
- Black
- White

### Warranty

- Limited Lifetime

A coastal presence shouldn’t be costly.

Homeowners who side with Portsmouth never have to settle—because they get it all—one-of-a-kind shake looks, versatile color offerings and a teak-tin awning. Plus, it’s backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty and needs warming, buckling and sagging.

**Profile Options**

- D7 | D7 | Hand-Split | D5 | Half Rounds

**Wind Speed Rating**

- Up to 200mph

**Projection off Wall**

- N” Hand-Split in 1 ¼”

**Lengths**

- Varies By Profile

### Fire Rating

**Colored Shakes**

- Portuguese
- Natural Cedar
- Heritage Blue
- Urban Bronze

**Premium Colors**

- Midnight Surf
- Shamrock
- Natural Cedar
- Redwood

**Traditional Colors**

- Vintage Green
- Heather
- Sand
- Shadowstone
- Black
- White

### Warranty

- Limited Lifetime

- **Portsmouth Shake & Shingles**
- **Royal Haven** meets or exceeds the requirements of ASTM D3678
- **Royal Haven** meets or exceeds the requirements of ASTM D3678

For more information on installation instructions, product drawings, warranty documents and much more, visit us at RoyalBuildingProducts.com/for-professionals.
Why Royal®?

Royal® presents a range of profiles, textures and colors expertly suited to complement a variety of architectural styles. In concert with unrivaled colors expertly suited to complement a variety of home styles, in addition to an innovative lock and clip design that boosts durability.

There’s beauty in dark colors and durability.

With its dark palette of UV-resistant colors, Estate adds distinction to a variety of home styles, in addition to an innovative lock and clip design that drastically reduces installation time.

Made to last—and look good doing it.

Widely considered the best .040” on the market, Crest matches durability with a variety of color and texture options. Its answer to rotting, warping and sagging? Never.

Wood presence without maintenance pains.

Homeowners are naturally drawn to the low-gloss finish and premium colors and durability. With its dark palette of UV-resistant colors, Estate adds distinction to a variety of home styles, in addition to an innovative lock and clip design that drastically reduces installation time.

Contemporary curbside appeal.

Board & Batten resides impressively at the intersection of modern and rustic. It complements a full range of home styles and boasts a self-leveling design that drastically reduces installation time.

Profile Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile Options</th>
<th>Nominal Thickness</th>
<th>Fire Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential D5D</td>
<td>.040”</td>
<td>Class A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential S8</td>
<td>.042”</td>
<td>Premium Double Lifetime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board &amp; Batten</td>
<td>.044”</td>
<td>Premium Double Lifetime</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Warranty

- Residential: Double Lifetime
- Estate: Premium Double Lifetime
- Board & Batten: Premium Double Lifetime